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in addition to the files provided for the flight deck, dkart navigator provides a multifunctional remote
display that has a touch screen operation unit on top and the user interface below the display. this

remote display is especially recommended for vessels with multiple remote display units. dkart
navigator version 5.32 is a stable and reliable system that the majority of the users will find very
easy to use. this is because we have designed dkart navigator to be the most intuitive electronic

navigation system and the central integration of all the information provided by navigation ship. the
interface is clearly displayed on a large screen and consists of a touch screen operation unit, a

multifunctional remote display (that includes the user interface below), and a navigation control
system. ease of use of this system is helped by the use of a suite of navigation tools that are

available to the user to easily perform any task on the charts, such as changing the position of the
ship, defining paths, etc. in addition, all the relevant information on the screen is displayed in the

context of the navigation situation, for a better understanding of the ongoing operation of the ship.
this organization has not provided information regarding the diversity, equity and inclusion (dei)
practices it is presently implementing. as such, the organization has not earned a score on this

metric. charity navigator believes nonprofit organizations implementing effective dei policies and
practices can enhance a nonprofit's decision-making, staff motivation, innovation, and effectiveness.
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dkart navigator gives you up to 3x faster results and achieves3x higher total accuracy levels. our
patented technology isbased on new and unique physical principles. theplatform is a technical
solution for modern navigationservices. it is a ready-to-use, easy to handle and low costdevice,

which allows you to navigate with a mobilephone in any weather conditions, safely andeffectively.
dkart is a simple and easy to use navigator system that enablesnavigators to quickly and safely

navigate in the ice. itis a free-to-use navigator system that can be used inany navigation
environment, even in the polar regions. dkart is based on scientific data collected from thepolar

regions, as the arctic and antarctic are totallypolestrategic areas. the data, which includes altitude
andposition, ice thickness, snow and glacier cover, are allinputed into a proprietary algorithm and

then comparedto the charts, the information of which you havepreviously downloaded. the result is a
reliable assessment ofthe situation and the navigator can advise the rescuer ofany uncertainties on

the ice surface. dkart can be used in all navigation situations, frommapping the coast line to the
open sea and from a fewknots to land or the edge of a glacier. dkart is a completenavigation solution
for the polar regions. we are delighted to announce that dkart is now available forindonesia. dkart is
a ready-to-use, easy to handle and low costdevice, which allows you to navigate with a mobilephone
in any weather conditions, safely andeffectively. dkart is compatible with all mobile phoneoperating

systems (ios and android). 5ec8ef588b
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